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ABSTRACT  

The investigation examines the utilization of abstraction and computational 
thinking by educators to effectively navigate the complexities encountered in 
the educational setting. It underscores the significance of these cognitive 
capacities in the examination and determination of intricate issues. To 
facilitate students in problem-solving and decision-making, educators can 
utilize computational thinking to break down challenging issues into more 
manageable components. Two capacities that educators can utilize to apply 
their knowledge in various circumstances are the identification of patterns 
and the extrapolation of abstract notions. This research study demonstrated 
the utility of abstraction and computational thinking in equipping educators 
with the necessary tools to address classroom issues, which is particularly 
valuable for curricula focused on training future educators. The study not 
only identifies potential challenges but also offers recommendations for 
overcoming the difficulties that teachers may encounter when implementing 
these ideas in the classroom. By employing these tactics and recommended 
solutions, educators can help students improve their analytical, problem-
solving, and critical thinking abilities, thus preparing them for the challenges 
of the digital era. 
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Introduction  

The concepts of abstraction and computational thinking are very useful for teachers to know 

when navigating the complexity of the classroom. Teachers can improve students' critical thinking, 

problem-solving, and general involvement by implementing these ideas into the classroom. 

Computational thinking is a method of problem-solving that divides difficult issues into smaller, more 

doable components (Alegre et al., 2020; Shailaja & Sridaran, 2015). Effective problem analysis and 

solving are achieved by utilizing computer science components like data analysis, algorithms, and 

logic. Students that employ computational thinking get the ability to approach problems 

methodically and logically which empowers them to come up with original answers (Sung et al., 

2017; Yokuş & Kahramanoglu, 2020).  Simplifying complicated issues through abstraction entails 

concentrating on pertinent aspects and disregarding unimportant details (Ezeamuzie et al., 2022). 

By dissecting difficult ideas into smaller, more digestible parts, it helps learners grasp them. Teachers 
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can assist students in understanding difficult concepts and gaining a deeper comprehension of the 

subject matter by using abstraction.  

The four fundamental components of computational thinking are as follows: Decomposition 

is the process of breaking down huge, complex problems into smaller, more manageable 

subproblems. By dissecting a problem into manageable parts, educators may better identify the 

underlying problems and offer focused answers. The goal of the pattern recognition phase is to 

identify patterns and similarities within an issue. Instructors can spot trends and offer helpful 

solutions by drawing on their own experiences and areas of expertise. Abstracting a problem entails 

removing any details that aren't essential in understanding its main elements. Teachers can better 

recognise a problem's fundamental components and provide useful solutions by simplifying it. The 

creation of an algorithm entails organizing a series of directives or actions that must be performed 

to resolve an issue. Using algorithms, teachers can clearly and rationally demonstrate a way to solve 

a problem.     

Teachers can more adeptly negotiate the intricacies of the classroom by employing these 

fundamentals of computational thinking (Shailaja & Sridaran, 2015; Shute et al., 2017). They can 

simplify difficult issues into smaller, more manageable chunks, spot trends and parallels, omit 

superfluous details, and create efficient, step-by-step processes for problem-solving. Teachers can 

gain a lot by integrating abstraction and computational thinking into the classroom. Firstly, by 

encouraging instructors to approach problem-solving in a more organised and methodical manner, 

these ideas help them better assess and handle the challenges that students face. Second, when 

learners learn to reason logically and assess different methods of problem-solving, computational 

thinking and abstraction foster critical thinking abilities in them. As a result, the learning 

environment becomes livelier and more interesting.  

Additionally, students' teamwork and communication abilities are improved through 

computational thinking and abstraction. Through collaboratively dissecting intricate issues and 

examining many viewpoints, learners acquire proficient communication and cooperation abilities. 

These are essential life skills that apply to a variety of personal and professional contexts. 

Computational thinking and abstraction can significantly influence students' educational experiences 

(Alegre et al., 2020; Csizmadia et al., 2015). With the help of these ideas, students can solve problems 

in an organized manner and approach challenges with confidence and creativity. By decomposing 

intricate problems into smaller, more digestible components, students may comprehend and solve 

difficulties more efficiently.  

Moreover, abstraction and computational thinking provide a deeper comprehension of the 

subject (Dagienė et al., 2019; Ezeamuzie et al., 2022). Students can understand key concepts and 

establish a strong foundation of knowledge by breaking down difficult concepts into simpler terms. 

They perform better academically and are better prepared for future learning opportunities. By using 

this strategy, educators can more successfully deconstruct difficult subjects into manageable parts, 

increasing students' access to and engagement with the material. This improves students' ability to 

solve problems and helps them gain a deeper comprehension of the material.  

Abstracting ideas is one technique to apply computational thinking. Seeing the important 

aspects of a problem and disregarding the elements that are not relevant is the process of abstraction. 

Teachers can concentrate on the essential ideas and help students grasp them better by simplifying 

difficult subjects. For instance, when instructing students on a difficult mathematical formula, 
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teachers might simplify the fundamental ideas and offer practical examples to demonstrate how they 

are applied. Algorithmic thinking is another facet of computational thinking. This calls for the 

capacity to create methodical processes or algorithms for problem-solving. Teachers can assist 

students in approaching complex topics methodically and logically by teaching them how to think 

algorithmically (Ezeamuzie et al., 2022; Damelin et al., 2019). This streamlines the educational 

process and gives learners transferable problem-solving abilities across multiple topic areas.  

The significance of pattern recognition is further emphasized by computational thinking 

(Bilbao et al., 2017). Teachers can assist students in drawing connections and gaining valuable 

insights by pointing out patterns in data or information. For example, teachers can assist students in 

identifying patterns in cause and effect when they analyze historical events, which can help them get 

a deeper understanding of the subject. Moreover, iterative design and testing are fostered by 

computational thinking. To improve the answer, this entails segmenting a problem into smaller 

subproblems, building prototypes, and testing them. Teachers can help students develop creativity 

and resilience in the face of difficult problems by pushing them to refine and iterate on their answers.  

Metaphors and analogies are two methods in which educators might include abstraction into 

their lessons. Teachers can build a bridge from the unknown to the familiar by drawing links between 

difficult ideas and well-known subjects. This improves the content knowledge of the students and 

makes it easier for them to comprehend challenging ideas. Dividing difficult subjects into 

manageable, digestible portions is an additional tactic. The most crucial concepts should be 

identified, and then rationally arranged, to accomplish this. By breaking concepts down into 

digestible steps and ensuring that students comprehend each one before moving on to the next, 

teachers may aid students in learning.  

Difficult issues can also be artistically illustrated through abstraction. Visual aids such as 

charts, graphs, and diagrams can be utilized to assist students in making connections between 

different ideas and visualize complex topics. This visual tool promotes participation and active 

engagement in the learning process in addition to improving comprehension (Repenning et al., 

2016). Additionally, computational thinking can be a helpful strategy for demystifying complex 

concepts (Swaid, 2015).  This approach breaks down problems into smaller, easier-to-manage parts, 

and then builds algorithms to handle those parts. By applying computational thinking abilities to 

analyze and identify patterns and relationships, teachers may simplify challenging subjects. One of 

the core concepts of computational thinking, decomposition, can be used by educators to break down 

a challenging subject into its constituent parts. Following that, they can focus on teaching each 

element independently before putting them together to produce a thorough understanding of the 

subject. Furthermore, abstraction can help teachers develop effective procedures for assessment and 

evaluation. By identifying the key concepts and competencies that students must possess, educators 

may design assessments that measure understanding and application rather than only 

memorization. Teachers who break down complex concepts into smaller, more accessible pieces will 

find that their students comprehend and are more engaged in difficult subjects.  

Research Methods  

This study employed a systematic literature review methodology. Researchers collected 

journal articles from Google Scholar, Research Gate, SINTA and Web of Science related to 

computational thinking, abstraction and their application in the classroom. To gain a deep 

understanding of the existing knowledge and research in the field, identifying gaps and areas were 

further investigated.  
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Findings  

As the educational panorama continues to evolve, the mixing of computational wondering 
and abstraction in coaching has emerged as an effective tool for educators to overcome the 
complexities of the modern-day study room. In our examination, we discovered that incorporating 
computational wondering and abstraction not handiest complements college students' trouble-fixing 
talents. however, additionally fosters a deeper expertise of complex concepts throughout various 
topics. To correctly enforce these strategies in the lecture room, educators can hire a variety of 
effective techniques that cater to numerous gaining knowledge of styles and sell critical thinking 
talents. 

Incorporating Computational Thinking and Abstraction in Teaching 

To manage complexity in the classroom, the ideas of abstraction and computational 

thinking are extremely relevant (Tran, 2019; Rich et al., 2019; Dagienė et al., 2019; Sung et 

al., 2017). Teachers can improve students' comprehension of difficult subjects and 

streamline the learning process by implementing these approaches. Teachers can determine 

the essential elements of an issue and provide effective solutions by applying computational 

thinking. With this method, educators can break down complex subjects and make them 

more understandable for the students. Abstractionism in education is the process of 

reducing complicated topics to simpler, easier-to-understand principles. Teachers can 

provide students with a clear and simple knowledge of the subject matter by abstracting 

complex facts (Weintrop et al., 2016). By keeping things simple, learners can understand the 

essential ideas without being bogged down in extraneous details.  

Instructors may effectively manage complexity in the classroom when they 

incorporate abstraction and computational thinking into their lesson plans. By decomposing 

complicated problems into manageable chunks, educators can pinpoint the precise areas in 

which students might find it difficult. This enables them to offer interventions and focused 

support to meet each student's unique learning needs. Furthermore, abstraction and 

computational thinking support educators in designing organized learning activities. 

Teachers can create classes that are more interesting and understandable for students by 

breaking down difficult ideas into simpler terms and concentrating on key ideas. This 

method fosters critical thinking and problem-solving skills in children while also 

encouraging active learning.  

Moreover, abstraction and computational thinking promote the growth of higher-

order cognitive abilities. Teachers give students the tools they need to analyze and solve real-

world situations by teaching them how to abstract complicated material and break down 

problems. These qualities can help students prepare for future occupations that need the 

ability to solve problems and think critically. They are also transferable to other academic 

areas.  

Strategies for Implementing Computational Thinking and Abstraction in the 

Classroom 

Designing lessons with abstraction and computational thinking in mind is essential. 

Students who possess this talent can take significant concepts and patterns from real-world 
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scenarios and convert them into a more palatable style. Teachers can foster critical thinking, 

pattern recognition, and a deeper comprehension of the material by integrating abstraction 

into their lesson plans. Students can gain from lesson design that incorporates abstraction 

and computational thinking in several ways. First, practice reasoning and problem-solving 

skills. Through computational thinking tasks, students develop their ability to approach 

problems methodically, consider multiple points of view, and construct algorithms to solve 

them. This helps pupils become more proficient in mathematics and logical reasoning and 

prepares them to overcome challenges in a range of disciplines (Rich et al., 2019; Sung et al., 

2017; Wing, 2008).  Firstly, practice reasoning and problem-solving skills. Through 

computational thinking tasks, students develop their ability to approach problems 

methodically, consider multiple points of view, and construct algorithms to solve them. This 

helps pupils become more proficient in mathematics and logical reasoning and prepares 

them to overcome challenges in a range of disciplines (Rich et al., 2019; Sung et al., 2017; 

Wing, 2008). Secondly, combining abstraction and computational thinking fosters 

innovation and creativity. Teachers can cultivate a mindset that favours unconventional 

solutions and out-of-the-box thinking by pushing learners to break down complex problems 

and think abstractly (Shute et al., 2017). This could lead to the development of original ideas 

and solutions, which are highly prized in today's environment which is changing rapidly.  

Including these ideas in lesson design can also improve students' computational 

literacy. To navigate technology and make wise decisions in an increasingly digital world, 

one must grasp the concepts of computational thinking and abstraction (Yokuş & 

Kahramanoglu, 2022). Teachers may equip students to take an active role in the rapidly 

expanding digital society by teaching them these abilities. Teachers can use a variety of 

tactics to include abstraction and computational thinking in lesson design. First of all, they 

can create lessons that include real-world issues and motivate students to use computational 

thinking methods to find solutions. Coding exercises, simulations, and hands-on activities 

can all be used to do this. Teachers can also allow students to exercise abstraction by 

breaking down difficult ideas or systems into simpler forms. They can help students 

recognize patterns, build models, and convey information in a more comprehensible and 

succinct manner. Concept maps, diagrams, and visualizations can be used to accomplish this.  

Discussion 

Benefits of Computational Thinking and Abstraction in Education 

Learning results for students are positively impacted by the many advantages of 

computational thinking and abstraction. Students acquire useful abilities that are 

transferable to different academic fields and real-world situations by integrating these ideas 

throughout their education. Its capacity to improve problem-solving abilities is one of 

computational thinking's primary benefits. Learners learn how to deconstruct complicated 

issues into smaller, easier-to-manage parts. Through in-depth analysis and comprehension 

of the issue, students can come up with workable solutions. This method promotes logical 
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reasoning and critical thinking, two abilities that are necessary for success in both academic 

and professional contexts.  

By abstracting information, students can make connections and apply their 

knowledge to new contexts. This transferable skill is essential in today's world of rapid 

change when the capacity to adapt and apply knowledge is crucial. Furthermore, creativity 

and invention are stimulated by abstraction and computational thinking. By encouraging 

students to think creatively and approach problems from multiple angles, these concepts 

promote an experimental and exploratory mindset. By abstracting information, students can 

make connections and apply their knowledge to new contexts. This transferable skill is 

essential in today's world of rapid change when the capacity to adapt and apply knowledge 

is crucial. Furthermore, creativity and invention are stimulated by abstraction and 

computational thinking. By encouraging students to think creatively and approach problems 

from multiple angles, these concepts promote an experimental and exploratory mindset. 

Furthermore, creativity and invention are stimulated by abstraction and computational 

thinking. By encouraging students to think creatively and approach problems from multiple 

angles, these concepts promote an experimental and exploratory mindset. Students are 

encouraged to brainstorm several options and assess each one's efficacy. This strategy helps 

them approach problems more imaginatively, take measured risks, and learn from their 

failures. Another benefit of computational thinking and abstraction is that it improves 

learners' ability to reason algorithmically. Algorithmic thinking is the process of formulating 

a solution to a problem using a series of sequential instructions. Students who are proficient 

in this skill approach problem-solving in a more planned and logical manner. They construct 

logical sequences of events that aid in the resolution of computational problems and improve 

their overall problem-solving abilities.   

Additionally, abstraction and computational thinking support multidisciplinary 

education (Yokuş & Kahramanoglu, 2022; Selby & Woollard, 2014). These ideas cut across 

conventional disciplinary boundaries, enabling students to use what they've learned in a 

variety of settings. Computational thinking and abstraction offer a common vocabulary and 

structure for problem-solving, whether one is solving mathematical puzzles, evaluating 

scientific data, or creating computer programs (Swaid, 2015). This multidisciplinary method 

promotes teamwork and pushes students to consider issues from several angles.  

Using Computational Thinking and Abstraction: Challenges and Solutions  

When implementing abstraction and computational thinking in the classroom, 

educators may encounter several challenges. Nevertheless, by taking the right steps, these 

challenges can be effectively overcome. One major barrier would be educators' lack of 

training and experience with computational thinking and abstraction. Many teachers may be 

untrained or are not familiar with these concepts. Schools and other educational 

establishments can help tackle this problem by offering their teachers opportunities for 

professional development. Educators' understanding and skill in computational thinking 

and abstraction could be enhanced through seminars, training sessions, and web-based 
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resources. By funding teachers' professional development, schools may ensure that they 

possess the knowledge and confidence necessary to implement these concepts successfully. 

Getting the appropriate instruments and materials is another issue. Finding curriculum-

aligned materials and tools that promote computational thinking and abstraction may prove 

challenging for teachers. To get over this challenge, schools might collaborate with nearby 

corporations, charitable organisations, and IT firms to obtain grants or donations for 

teaching resources. Schools may also collaborate with universities or technology centres to 

obtain access to state-of-the-art tools and resources. By providing educators with the 

necessary resources, schools may facilitate the incorporation of abstraction and 

computational thinking into the classroom.  

Moreover, incorporating abstraction and computational thinking into current 

curricula can be difficult. It could be challenging for teachers to incorporate these ideas into 

their lesson plans and teaching methods. Teachers, administrators, and curriculum 

specialists might form a committee or team in schools to build curricula to address this issue. 

Collaboratively, this team may create policies, frameworks, and lesson plans that integrate 

computational thinking and abstraction in a variety of topics and academic levels. Schools 

can facilitate the integration of these principles into the teaching process by offering teachers 

pre-made tools. Furthermore, evaluating and assessing computational thinking and 

abstraction can be difficult. The comprehension and application of these concepts by 

learners may not be adequately measured by traditional assessment techniques. Alternative 

assessment techniques, including project-based exams, coding competitions, or group 

problem-solving exercises, can help schools get past this obstacle. With the use of these 

techniques, students' abilities in computational thinking and abstraction can be more 

thoroughly and authentically assessed. Instructors might also include components for peer 

and self-assessment to promote students' introspection and feedback.  

Conclusion 

The findings of this study highlight how important abstraction and computational 

thinking are in helping teachers overcome obstacles in the classroom. By implementing 

these strategies, teachers can facilitate learning, enhance students' capacity for problem-

solving, and promote critical thinking. The research highlights the significance of integrating 

computational thinking techniques into the curriculum to adequately equip students for the 

digital age. It also emphasizes how important it is for educators to continue their 

professional development to apply these tactics in the classroom. Teachers can foster a more 

inclusive and engaging learning environment that gives students the tools they need to 

succeed in an increasingly technologically-dependent society by embracing computational 

thinking and abstraction.  
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